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Chapter G 

Tendencies and patterns of behaviors 

(Bhavanugam) 

 

Behaviors tendencies in thoughts, words and actions relate to 

the quality of perceptions.  Just as one day does not make a 

trend, quality of being is not judged from its occasional 

behaviors.   

 

Tendencies and predispositions (bhav) relate to the quality of 

perceptions.  Such patterns of behaviors (thought, words and 

actions) and ambiguities (vikalp) are meaningful indicators of 

balance and potential.  Gradient of qualitative change show up in 

attitude, demeanor, reaction, aggression, and response that mirror 

perceptions that populate alternatives of the semiconscious states.  

Thus trends and patterns reflect deeper hierarchy of the way an 

organism sees and interprets the world.  

Insights gained from trends include: 

* All matter has common components (elements, parts, 

ingredients).  

* Mnemonic forces of symbols are part of the relation between 

words and languages.  We can count the universe with few digits, 

for example by using symbolic logic of the ten digits (0 to 9) in the 

decimal system, or just with 0 and 1 in the binary algebra.   

* Taxonomy of all flora and fauna ultimately relates to their 

genetic basis, and ultimately to their evolution from common 

ancestors. 

 * The Periodic Table of elements ultimately relates to the 

subatomic architectures.   
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* All organisms tend to recognize and optimize their actions and 

responses through perceived gradients of pain, food, danger, 

opportunity posed by happening in the external world. 

This chapter places emphasis on sammat (balance and 

rational consistency) to recognize meaningful trends.  Identified 

behavior tendencies are: 

Aupshamic tendencies make up superficial behaviors (manners). 

Khayik tendencies shadow the existence.  Such under the surface 

tendencies are the beginning of rational consistency and 

consistent rationality for consistency between thoughts, words 

and actions.  

Parinamic is best translated as the tendency with identifiable 

motive.  

Audyik are the cultural tendencies as innate social, biological and 

natural tendencies of a group (category, class, and sexuality).  

    ***** 

 

 

 

#G1.  Operationally, the criterion of tendency (bhav, 

trend in pattern of thought, attitude, behavior and 

associated features as in demeanor, reaction, aggression) 

of perception is considered (anugam) for the class in 

general and also for individuals.  

    ***** 

General tendencies in relation to the State (G2-9) 
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#G2.  What is the belligerence and aggression tendency 

(bhav) of those in State I? It is innate (Audyik).  

#G3.  What is the tendency of those in State II? It 

depends on their mood.  It is generally of deliberate 

thought and expectation (Parinamic).  
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#G4.  What is the tendency of those in State III?  It is of 

reaction that interrupts subdued and timid background 

with abrupt change of intentions (chhayopsamic, 

chaovsamio, or chaotic).  

#G5.  What is the tendency in State IV?  Changeable and 

generally unpredictable (random to chaotic, and even 

rational at times),   

#G6.  and they show reaction and aggression if 

uncontrolled.  

#G7.  What is the tendency of those in States V, VI or 

VII? They have chaotic (chhayopsamic) tendency.  

#G8.  What is the tendency of those committed to States 

VIII, IX, X or XI?  Rational consistency interrupted with 

chaotic or random episodes (Aupshamic).  

#G9.  What is the tendency of those dedicated to States 

VIII, IX, X or XI, and the kevali?  They are rationally 

consistent (khayik) with celerity and serenity that 

reflects consideration and understanding.  

    ***** 

In relation to niray (G10-18) 
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#G10. In general what is the tendency of niray in State 

I? Unpredictable belligerence and random aggression. 

#G11.  What is the tendency of niray in State II? 

Deliberate action and unpredictable reaction (G3). 

#G12.  What is the tendency of niray in State III? 

Generally abrupt with changeable intentions (G4) 

#G13.  What is the tendency of niray in State IV? They 

are changeable and unpredictable with random actions 

interrupted with chaotic and rational consistency (G5),  
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#G14.  and they also show reaction and aggression if 

uncontrolled.   

#G15.  These (G11-14) are also the tendencies of niray 

of the first under-world. 

#G16.  Tendencies of niray in the second to seventh 

underworlds follow from the generalization for the States 

I, II or III.  

#G17.  Tendencies of such (G16) niray in State IV also 

follow from generalization for the State.  

#G18.  However, belligerence with lack of restraint is 

innate in niray in State IV.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to the tirikkh (G19-21) 
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#G19.  Tendencies of independent five-sensed sexually 

differentiated tirikkh in States I through V follow from 

generalization for their State.   

#G20.  In particular, what is the tendency of the five-

sensed sexually differentiated tirikkh? They exhibit 

belligerence with random and chaotic reactions (G3 and 

G4).  

#G21.  Tirikkh in State IV show aggression, if 

unrestrained. 

    ***** 

In relation to the human (G22) 

 

 

#G22.  Tendencies of humans in States I through XIV 

follow from the generalization for their state.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to Dev (G23-29) 
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#G23.  Tendencies of dev in States I, II, III or IV follow 

from the generalization for their state (G2-4).  

#G24.  Tendencies of the various subclasses of dev in 

States I, II or III also follow from the generalization for 

their state. 

#G25.  What is the tendency of dev in State IV? It is of 

random aggression. 
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#G26.  Aggression and belligerence among dev is due to 

lack of restraint. 

#G27.  Tendency of the imagined and celestial dev in 

State IV follows from the generalization for the State.  

#G28.  What is the tendency of dev of the nine directions 

and the celestial reaches?  They exhibit varying degrees 

of rational consistency (G7 and G4). 

#G29.  Lack of restraint of dev is due to aggression and 

belligerence. 

    ***** 

In relation to the senses (G30) 

 

 

#G30.  Operationally, tendencies of the five sensed 

independent beings in States I through XIV follow from 

the generalization for their state (G2-9). 

    ***** 

In relation to the body form (G31) 

 

 

#G31.  Tendencies of independent crawlers in States I 

through XIV follow from the generalization for their state 

(G2-9). 

    ***** 
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In relation to the ability to communicate (G32-40) 
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#G32.  Tendencies during communication through 

expression, word, and body form follow from the 

generalization for their States I through XIV (G2-9). 

#G33.  Tendency of those in States I or II during 

communication through gross changes in the body form 

follows from the generalization for their state.  

#G34.  What is the tendency of those in State IV? Their 

tendency during communication is chaotic and 

changeable (G3 and G4),  

#G35.  and they show aggression and reaction if 

uncontrolled. 

#G36.  What is the tendency of Sajogkevali during 

communication? It is of consistent rationality.   

#G37.  Tendency for those in States I through IV during 

communication through body form follows from the 

generalization for their state (G3-5).  

#G38.  Tendency of those in States I, II or IV during 

communication with body form combined with other 

modes follows from the generalization for the state.  
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#G39.  What is the tendency of those in States VI during 

communication with changes in internal body form alone 

or combined with other modes?  It is chaotic and 

changeable (possibly in reference to underlying tension).  

#G40.  Tendency of those in States I, III, IV or XIII 

during communication through the transitional action-

body form follows from the generalization for their state.   

    ***** 

In relation to the pain and pleasure response (G41-

42) 

 

 

 

 

#G41.  Operationally, tendency to express pain and 

pleasure response follows from the generalization for 

their states I through X.  

#G42.  Lack of such tendencies among those in States XI 

through XIV follows from the generalization for their 

state. 

    ***** 

In relation to the passions (G43-44) 
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#G43.  Operationally, tendency to express passions 

(anger, pride, illusion, and greed) follows from the 

generalization for their state I through X. 

#G44.  Lack of such tendency among the others follows 

from the generalization for their state XI through XIV.  

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to understand (G45-48) 

 

 

 

 

#G45.  Operationally, those in States I, II or III lack 

innate ability to understand, and partially cognize what 

they hear. As a generalization for the State this results in 

belligerent tendency and unpredictable reaction.  
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#G46.  Those in States IV through XII understand from 

expression, words and intent.  They are less chaotic and 

more considerate.  

#G47.  Those in States VI through XII understand 

implications.  They tend to be less chaotic and more 

understanding of the needs of others.   

#G48.  Those in States XIII and XIV with valid and total 

knowledge are consistently rational.  

    ***** 

In relation to the restraints (G48-55) 
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#G49.  Operationally, tendencies for restraint follow from 

generalization for their state V through XIV.  

#G50.  Less chaotic tendencies with careful attention to 

restraints on time commitments follow from the 

generalization for their state VI through IX.  

#G51.  Chaotic tendencies during the exercise of 

restraints on behavior follow from the generalization for 

their state VI or VII (where restraints on actions are not 

yet integrated with thought and words).  

#G52.  Those in State X with minor passions tend to be 

consistently rational, considerate, calm and unperturbed.  

#G53.  Those in States XI through XIV with total 

restraints on behavior tend to be consistently rational.   

#G54.  Those in State V with occasional and chaotic 

consistency tend to be changeable in their attention, 

thoughts, responses and actions.  

#G55.  Random and chaotic unrestrained tendencies 

follow from the generalization for their state I through IV.  

    *****  

In relation to the ability to recognize pattern (G56-

58) 
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#G56.  Operationally, tendencies of those in States I 

through XII follow from the patterns they cognize and 

perceive.   

#G57.  Those who cognize and know limits (intentions 

and implications) tend to have consistent perception, and 

show understanding and care in their dealings. 

#G58.  Those who cognize complete and valid pattern 

have rational and complete perception and understanding 

and are consistently rational.  

    ***** 

In relation to the motives (G59-61) 

 

 

 

 

#G59.  Operationally, reaction and aggression of those in 

States I through IV follows from their darker, unclear and 

hidden motives.    
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#G60.  Changeable and chaotic tendencies of those in 

States I through VII follow from their bright and colored 

motives.  

#G61.  Subdued, calm and serene tendencies with 

rational consistency among those in States I through XIII 

follow from their white motives.  

    ***** 

In relation to the potential  (G62-3) 

 

 

#G62.  Operationally, trend for realization of potential 

follows from the generalization for their state I through 

XIV.   

#G63.  What is the tendency behind unrealized potential? 

Unrealized expectations and unformulated thoughts lead 

to random and chaotic action. 

    ***** 

 

In relation to rationality (G64-88) 
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#G64.  Operationally, trend for consistency follows from 

the generalization for their state IV through XIV.  

#G65.  What is the tendency of the lack of restraint? It is 

the tendency of random and chaotic actions and 

thoughts.   

#G66.  Loss of such lack of restraint amounts to rational 

consistency.  

    ***** 
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#G67.   Innate tendency for unrestrained behavior leads 

to lack of rationality.  

#G68.   What is such (undesirable) tendency of those in 

States V, VI and VII? Chaotic actions based on unrealistic 

expectations.  

#G69.   Loss of such tendencies amounts to rationality.   

#G70.  What is such (undesirable) tendency of the 

committed? It is the occasional lapse of rational 

consistency.  

#G71.  Loss of such tendency amounts to rationality.   

#G72.  What is the tendency of the dedicated in States 

XI through XIV? It is their total and consistent 

commitment to their goal.   

#G73.  Loss of irrationality inherent in the goal-directed 

rationality amounts to total rationality (related to all 

aspects of existence). 

Insight:  This is a remarkable analysis of the way acts become 

actions to facilitate efforts towards desired goal.   Rational 

progress also requires progression and development in other 

areas to achieve consistency of thoughts, words and actions 

related to all aspects of existence.  

     * 
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#G74.  What is the (desirable but dormant) tendency 

among those in State IV? It is the tendency of occasional 

and chaotic expression of rationality.  

#G75.  Development of such tendency amounts to 

rationality. 

#G76.  Unexpressed or dormant rationality is due to lack 

of restraints. 

#G77.  What is the (desirable) tendency for those in 

States V, VI or VII?  It is the tendency of chaotic 

consistency.  

#G78.  Development of such tendencies towards 

consistency amounts to rationality.  

    * 
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#G79.  What is the (desirable) tendency behind the 

occasional consistency?  It is the occasional expression of 

rationality.  

#G80.  Tendency for chaotic consistency amounts to 

rationality.  

#G81.  Occasional consistency is desirable for those with 

innate unrestrained behavior.  
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#G82. What is the (desirable) tendency behind the 

chaotic actions?  It is the chaotic rationality.  

#G83.  Chaotic consistency amounts to rationality. 

#G84.  What is the (undesirable) tendency of those 

committed in States VIII to XI? It is the chaotic tendency 

(to over-commit).  

#G85.  Restraining the tendency to over-commit 

amounts to rationality. 

#G86.   Tendency for consistency among the disabled 

follows from the generalization for the State II, i.e. they 

lack ability to act with consistency.  

#G87.  Such tendency follows from the generalization for 

the State III, i.e. they are ignorant or indifferent towards 

rationality.  

#G88.   Tendencies of those in State I follow from the 

generalization for the State I, i.e. they are irrational with 

contradictory and belligerent tendencies. 

    ***** 

In relation to sensibility (G89-90).  

 

 

#G89.  Tendency towards consistently sensible actions 

follows from the generalization for States I through XII.  

#G90.  What is the tendency behind lack of sensibility?  

Innate lack of sensibility. 

    ***** 
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In relation to the ability to internalize (G91-93) 

 

 

#G91.  Operationally, tendency to internalize follows 

from the generalizations for States I through XIV.   

#G92.  Tendency of not-to-internalize follows from the 

transitional action-form. 

#G93.  In this context, what is the tendency of 

ajogkevali? It is because they have achieved rational 

consistency and consistent rationality.   

    ***** 

 


